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Executive Summary

The exploratory workshop involved a number of researchers from across
Europe who have an active interest in coalescing the tree of life. In addition, an
American researcher active in the American effort to piece together the tree of life
was also invited. Previous self-financed efforts to organize a European effort
complementary to the American effort had taken place in Patras (Greece), Paris,
London, and Brussels.  

The meeting in Bergen was more focused on generating an assessment of
ongoing scientific research in Europe, where researchers could collaborate on a tree of
life effort. The first day was largely devoted to computational methods, while the
second day was more devoted to sub-trees of life that were of particular interest to
various European groups. Both days plus a third morning provided significant time
for discussion about both computational and experimental solutions.

In addition to 21 invited speakers (3 local to University of Bergen), the
meeting was opened to an additional 27 attendees. These included junior members of
the laboratories of invited speakers, local Norwegian researchers, and others from
Europe who applied to attend online. In addition to funding from ESF, FUGE, the
Norwegian functional genomics research platform, also contributed money to make
the workshop available to some interested Norwegian researchers.

The workshop was held on the University of Bergen campus, where the
auditorium was donated for free. A poster session was held outside the lecture hall
for non-invited attendees to present their work. A conference dinner was held after
the second day, with a bus trip out to the tip of an off-coast island for a dinner of local
species (e.g. halibut, cloudberries) coupled to a visit to a neighboring museum
including an exhibit on local fauna and flora.

Scientifically, several important issues were raised. To begin with,
several alternative algorithmic approaches were presented. One question that arose
concerned the use of supertrees versus supermatrices versus other approaches as the
best way forward. Further, especially in prokaryotes, it is unclear if a tree of life is
the best representation, or if a network of life is more appropriate. The classic
question of the proper use of morphological data and its role versus molecular data in
this project emerged in several talks.  

Ultimately, several speakers called for financial realism in the aims. A



general point that arose was the comparative lack of funding for the European effort
compared with the American effort. Several strategies for ways forward were
presented.

Overall, a productive scientific meeting was held. This presented both
an overview of ongoing European tree of life research and a discussion towards a
collaborative effort to build a tree of life.

Scientific Summary of Bioinformatics Discussion (written by James McInerney,
National University of Ireland)
Database

This is the topic that occupied much of the discussion. We felt that we
had identified a number of issues that might already have been addressed by other
researchers and a number of desirable properties of an ideal database or set of
databases.

The data that an appropriate database would contain will range from
DNA and protein sequence data, Accession numbers of various kinds, photographs,
DNA barcode data, general taxonomy data, pointers to locations of frozen tissues or
DNA. These issues were thought to have been pretty much solved at this stage. The
outstanding issues concerned whether or not there is a need for a new structure or
datatype that would organize the information within this database in the format of a
phylogenetic tree. How would we retrieve the information and what kind of
information would we wish to retrieve from it? Could we retrieve data from different
studies if we were just interested in some of the data and not all of it? It was
generally decided that this was an issue that might warrant a meeting between
researchers that had already developed relational databases for sequence data.

Visualization
It was generally agreed that WALRUS was an ideal platform for

visualization of large trees. It offers a number of features that were considered
desirable and in addition, there is the strong likelihood that it is going to become
public domain software in the near future. Therefore, with further development, it
should be possible to make visualization of large trees possible. It was further
decided that a preliminary attempt to construct a phylogenetic tree using GenBank or
a convenient subset of GenBank (or some comparable database) in the near future.
Emmanuel Douzery to be contacted regarding the feasibility of such a study.

Computation
The amount of computation required for this project is undoubtedly

going to be significant. Even with the development of excellent new algorithms (see
next section), there will still be a requirement for a computing infrastructure that
exceeds anything available in any single laboratory at the moment. Therefore, it has
been suggested that we would explore the computing requirements and possible
solutions to these requirements. The construction of a number of Virtual
Organisations (VOs) using the GRID computing paradigm is going to be the first
avenue to be explored. Alternatives include a special dedicated cluster system,
although how this would be funded, maintained and used was not discussed.

Algorithms
This section, unsurprisingly, produced the greatest number of ideas and

suggestions and required the shortest portion of the discussion. A number of subjects



were identified and a number of individuals expressed interest in becoming involved
in these areas. One of the aspects that was considered to have a potential impact on
how these methods would be developed was the issue of the kind of data that would
come through from the experimental scientists and how it could be used. If the
decision of the AToL community was to focus on the sequencing of a small number
of universal genes, then there might be a different strategy for algorithm development
than if there were group-specific genes being sequenced, etc. However, the major
topics for discussion were super-tree and super-matrix methods, fast heuristics,
parallel computing, super-network methods and methods for comparing trees. There
were no shortage of ideas and opinions and it was generally felt that this would be a
very productive area of the project.

Scientific abstracts from the meeting
Vincent Moulton (Uppsala University, Sweden)
Towards the network of life 

We are now gaining access to data that is enabling us to make deep
insights into how genomes are structured and evolved. However, the transition from
gene analysis to genome analysis is presenting many challengeswithin phylogenetics.
For example, evolutionary processes such as recombination, lateral gene transfer, and
hybridization are all important in shaping the structure of genomes, but they do not
always lend themselves well to traditional tree-based evolutionary analysis. In this
talk we will present a brief overview of using networks as an alternative to
evolutionary trees. As we shall see, this topic not only opens up many fascinating new
directions for research, but has profound consequences for reconstructing the tree-of-
life.

Emmanuel Douzery (University of Montpellier II, France)
Supertrees,supermatrices of characters, and impact of missing data on molecular
phylogeny and divergence times

The recent increase in the number of DNA, RNA, and protein sequences
available for a variety of organisms helps to understand complex questions of
evolutionary biology in a phylogenetic and temporal framework. Usually, phylogeny
reconstruction involves several genes for numerous species that might be analyzed in
separate or combined ways. However, because some gene sequences are only
available for subsamples of species, an important amount of missing data appears in
data matrices. Two different approaches have been developed to circumvent this
difficulty. (i) The "supertree" approach follows a combinatorial line; a phylogeny is
reconstructed for each gene, and the resulting source trees are combined into a super-
phylogeny. (ii) The "supermatrix of characters" approach involves analyzing all
concatenated sequences, including missing data.

To illustrate these points, I will present a new supertree-building
algorithm, based on the search of a super-dissimilarity distance matrix. I will compare
it with the maximum likelihood (ML) analysis of the corresponding supermatrix of
characters. Tree-building methods associated to a probabilistic principle (ML or
Bayesian) are time consuming, but genetics and very fast ML algorithms (MetaPIGA,
PHYML) now lowered computing times by one order of magnitude and allows the
analysis of hundred of species with high topological accuracy. Biological examples
will include mammals and eukaryotes. To conclude, I will evaluate the impact of
missing data on topological accuracy. Because a growing number of phylogenies is
used to infer molecular timelines for a variety of taxa, I will also discuss the influence



of missingentrieson the accuracyand precisionof divergencetimes estimatedin a
Bayesian relaxed clock framework.

This work is conductedon our Phyloinformaticsplatformin Montpellier,
and actively involves the following people: PascaleChevret, Frédéric Delsuc,
Claudine Montgelard, and EmmanuelParadis(ISE-M) ; Vincent Berry, Olivier
Gascuel,NicolasLartillot (LIRM-Montpellier), Alexis Criscuolo(ISE-M / LIRM-M);
FrançoisChevenet(IRD); NicolasGaltier (GPIA); andHervéPhilippe(Universityof
Montreal, CA).

Michel Milinkovitch (Free University of Brussels, Belgium)
metaPIGA 2.0 

MetaPIGA 2.0 is the new version of the metapopulationgenetic
algorithm for inferenceof very large phylogenetictrees(hundredsto thousandsof
taxa). This new version implements,besidemany improvementssuchas GTR and
proteinmodels,multiple newstochasticapproachesthatarecombinedwith consensus
pruning.

David Liberles (University of Bergen, Norway)
The tree of life as a valuable tool for understanding gene function 

The tree of life is a valuable tool in functional genomics. Various
genomicprocessescan be studied in a phylogeneticcontext. Theseinclude gene
content,genesequenceevolution, mRNA splice site usageand evolution, and the
evolutionof geneexpression.Startingwith theevolutionof individual genesthrough
duplication,speciation,mutation,drift, and selection,we havebegunto catalogthe
evolution of genomesin a phylogeneticcontext in a resourcecalled The Adaptive
Evolution Database(TAED). Information from TAED can be usedto understand
both the global picture of genomicevolution and individual genefamilies in more
detail.

Paul-Michael Agapow (University College London, UK) 
Visualizing Large Phylogenies: A Curly Problem 

Although traditionalmethodsof visualizingphylogenetictreesarebeen
adequatefor currentdemands(i.e. 100sof nodes),the Treeof Life is a qualitatively
differentproblem.Eventhesmallestfragmentof theTree(0.1%or tensof thousands
of species)is too large to be comprehendiblein currentmethods.This is not just a
problem of aesthetics. Researchers need to be able to see the trees they are working on
- if only for a quick visualconfirmationof thestateof tree- andto beableto edit the
tree.Howeverthe sizeof the largephylogeniesmakeit difficult to focuson features
of interest.HereI presenta portablesoftwarelibrary for visualizingphylogeniesthat
useshyperbolicrepresentationandselectiveemphasisof featuresto easethe taskof
representing phylogenies in acceptable detail at acceptable computational cost.

Matt Phillips (Oxford University, UK)
Integrating the tree of life with the tree of past life: a few concerns 

By comparing trees inferred from standard(ACGT) and RY-coded
mitochondrial protein-coding sequencesit can be shown that even complex
maximum-likelihood models can be poor branch-lengthestimators.This in turn



effectsdivergenceestimatesfrom moleculardating. Incorporatingfossil calibration
points from both shallowanddeepnodesin treesincreasesthe consistencyof these
divergenceestimates,though dependson reliable fossil phylogeniesfrom non-
molecular(usuallymorphological/anatomical)data.I will briefly discusssomeof the
problemsfacing morphologicalphylogeneticsandtheimplicationsof theseproblems
for integrating the tree of life with the tree of past life.

Ziheng Yang (University College London, UK)
Maximum likelihood methods for estimating species divergence times 

I will discussrecentdevelopmentsin the use of maximum likelihood
methodologyto estimatespeciesdivergencetimes. My emphasisis on combining
heterogeneousdata sets and using multiple calibration points in an intergrated
analysis.

James McInerney (National University of Ireland) 
Supermatrices versus supertrees: some empirical observations

Phylogeniesderived from concatenatedmultiple alignmentsare much
more commonthan phylogeniesderived using a supertreeapproach. The primary
reasonfor this is the widespreadbelief that by concatenatingdatasetstogetherany
confoundingsignal from an individual genewill be overwhelmedby the one 'true'
signal. A recentpublicationin Naturethatemployedthis approachseemedto provide
strong justification for the approach. Here I show that a supertreeor consensus
approachperformsjust as well as this supermatrixmethodand furthermoreI show
that in a situationin thebacterialgenusNeisseria,whereexchangeof genesbetween
different strains is very common, the supermatrix approach is vastly inferior,
positively misleading and in fact, it behaves rather oddly.

Jens Lagergren (Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden) 
Probabilistic and combinatorial analysis of gene families w.r.t. gene duplications and
lateral gene transfers

Comparativegenomicsin generalandorthologyanalysisin particularare
becoming increasingly important parts of gene function prediction. Previously,
orhtology analysisand reconciliationhas beenperformedonly with respectto the
parsimonymodel. This discardsmany plausiblesolutionsand sometimesprecludes
finding the correct one.

In manyareasin bioinformaticsprobabilisticmodelshaveprovento be
bothmorerealisticandpowerfulthanparsimonymodels.We introducea probabilistic
geneevolution model basedon a birth-deathprocessin which a genetree evolves
"inside" a speciestree.Basedon this model,we developa tool with the capacityto
perform practicalorthology analysis,basedon Fitch's original definition, and more
generally for reconciling pairs of gene and species trees w.r.t duplications and losses.

We develop a Bayesiananalysisbasedon MCMC which facilitates
approximationof an a posterioridistributionfor reconciliations.That is, we canfind
the mostprobablereconciliationsandestimatethe probability of any reconciliation,
given the observedgenetree.This alsogivesa way to estimatethe probability thata
pair of genesareorthologs.Thealgorithmperformsvery well on syntheticaswell as
biologicaldata.Using standardcorrespondences,our resultscarryover to allele trees
as well as biogeography.

Whenalsolateral transfersareconsideredreconciliationis muchharder.



We give a combinatorialmodelandparsimonyalgorithmsfor geneduplicationsand
lateral genetransfers.Thesealgorithmsdetectlateral genetransferswith very low
error rates.

Petter Bjørstad (University of Bergen, Norway) 
Computational Resources for The Tree of Life

This talk will briefly review the stateof art computerresourcesthat are
availablefor BioInformaticsresearch,in particular,for the Treeof Life project.We
focus on inexpensive,high latency cluster computingand someof the issuesand
challenges when extending this to a grid computing environment.

Michael Whiting (Brigham Young University, Utah, USA)
Distributed computing and phylogenetic reconstruction: Searching the insect tree of
life 

Recentadvancesin DNA sequencingtechnologyhavecreatedlargedata
setsuponwhichphylogeneticinferencecanbeperformed.However,currentresearch
is limited by the prohibitive time necessaryto perform tree searchon even a
reasonablysizeddataset. This difficulty is particularlyapparentin insectphylogeny,
wherea vastamountof datais requiredto accuratelyrepresentinsectdiversity. This
presentationwill focuson our ongoingefforts to reconstructa treeof life for insects
basedon DNA sequencedata, and describelogistical challengesin obtaining the
pertinentdata. I will also describethe DOGMA parallel processingsystemwhich
allows for efficient distributed computing using existing, trusted phylogenetic
software across a variety of computational platforms.

Olaf Bininda-Emonds (Technical University of Munich, Germany)
The rebirth of supertree construction in the genomic age 

In combining source trees rather than the primary character data
underlyingthosetrees,supertreeconstructioncurrentlyrepresentsa tradeoffbetween
an inherentlossof informationandthe ability to combineall availablephylogenetic
hypothesesto achievethe most completephylogenypossible.To date,the lack of
sufficient compatiblecharacterdatafor most groupshavejustified this tradeoff.By
combining existing phylogenetic hypotheses from the literature, supertree
constructionhasbeenableto providecompletephylogenetic estimatesof evenvery
large clades that have yet to be approached using conventional phylogenetic
techniques.However, the ever-growing wealth of sequencedata means that
comparabletaxonomic coveragefor many groupswill soon be achievableusing
supermatrixapproaches.But rather than fade away, I argue that supertreeswill
continueto play an essential,but different role in phyloinformaticsfor the efficient
analysisof very large sequencematricesas part of a divide-and-conquerstrategy.
Under sucha framework, the single large supermatrixis brokendown into many
smallerandtherefore computationallysimplersubproblemsfor analysis.The global
answeris thenachievedby usingsupertreeconstructionto combinetheresultsof the
subproblems.Thus,it will only be throughthecompatiblestrengthsof thesupertree
andsupermatrixapproachesthat a successfulattempt to reconstructthe Treeof Life
can be made.

Victor Albert (University of Oslo, Norway)



The Floral Genome Project and the genetic architecture of floral diversification 
The Tree of Life is largely meant to addressphylogeneticpatterns.

However,the time is also ripe to useemergingphylogeneticknowledgeto begin to
understandthe processesthat have led to thesepatterns. Among the evolutionary
mechanismsof interest to the plant community are the developmentalgeneticsof
flower evolution. TheFloral GenomeProject(FGP;seewww.floralgenome.org)was
fundedby a $7.4million grantfrom theUnitedStatesNationalScienceFoundationto
bridgethe evolutionarygapbetweenthe mostbroadlystudiedplant model systems.
Arabidopis and rice, although now completely sequencedand under intensive
comparativegenomicinvestigation,last shareda commonancestorca. 125 million
yearsagoandcannotin isolationprovidea comprehensiveperspectiveon structural
and functional aspectsof flowering plant genomedynamics. We discussnew
genomic resourcescomprising cDNA libraries and EST sequencesfor a suite of
phylogenetically basal angiosperms specifically selected to interconnect the
evolutionarilydivergentmodelplants. Initial comparisonsillustratethe utility of the
EST data sets toward discovery of the basic floral transcriptome. Progresshas
included a completedtarget-sizedEST library (ca. 10,000 ESTs, 6000 estimated
genes; see www.pgn.cornell.edu) for the basal eudicot California poppy
(Eschscholzia), a nearly complete EST library for Amborella (the most basal
angiosperm),and an overview of florally expressedgenefamilies sampledamong
poppy,Amborella, avocado(Persea), tulip tree (Liriodendron), water lily (Nuphar),
andWelwitschia (a gymnosperm). The overall picture that is emergingis that both
gymnospermsandbasalangiospermshadthebasic‘tool kit’ for flower development,
asviewed from the perspectiveof moreapomorphicplantslike Arabidopsis. These
first findings andthe geneticresourcesavailablewill afford opportunitiesto address
conspicuousevolutionarygenomicissues,includinggenome-wideduplicationhistory,
duplication and functional divergenceof gene lineages,and adaptive molecular
evolution.

Recent reviews from the FGP:

Soltis,D. E., Soltis,P.S.,Albert, V. A., Oppenheimer,D. G., dePamphilis,C.W.,Ma,
H., Frohlich, M. W. andTheissen,G. (2002)Missing links: the geneticarchitecture
of flower and floral diversification.  Trends in Plant Science 7: 22-31.

Albert, V.A., Oppenheimer,D.G. and Lindqvist, C. (2002) Pleiotropy,redundancy,
and the evolution of flowers.  Trends in Plant Science 7: 297-300.

Soltis, D. E. and Soltis, P. S. (2004) The role of phylogeneticsin comparative
genetics. Plant Physiology 132: 1790-1800.

Buzgo,M., Soltis,D. E., Soltis,P. S.,andMa, H. (2004)The role of developmental
morphologyin moleculardevelopmentalgenetics.Trends in Plant Science 9: 164-
173.

Vincent Savolainen (Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, UK) 
Towards building a complete generic-level phylogenetic tree for flowering plants

As part of the internationalefforts on reconstructingthe Tree of Life,
botanistshaveaimedat obtainingin thevery nearfuturecomprehensivephylogenetic
hypothesesof relationshipsfor all ca.13,000generaof angiosperms.Herewe present



simulationstudiesthat show that an accuratetree could be reconstructedfor sucha
large numberof taxa using limited sequencingeffort. We also evaluateempirically
how rbcL and other genes archived in EBI/GenBank could be used to infer the generic
angiospermtree and finally we explorehow 3D hyperbolicspacecould be usedto
represent such a large tree.

Bernd Schierwater (Hannover School of Veterinary Medicine, Germany)
In the beginning there were diploblasts 

For morethana centurythe questionof the ancestralmetazoanbauplan,
the “urmetazoan”,has been subject of controversialhypotheses/speculations,and
there has beenlittle hope to ever resolvethe issue.Recentadvancesin molecular
systematicsand EvoDevo researchhave creatednew hope to test some of the
hypotheses.We have been (i) sequencingmitochondrial and nuclear genes,(ii)
predictingsecondarystructuresof ribosomalRNA morphological,(iii) characterized
thestructure,genomicorganizationandfunctionof Hox genes,and(iv) analysedthe
sum of data in supertrees and supermatrices. The results are rewarding.  

Daniel Chourrout (University of Bergen, Norway)
Derived and ancestral features of the Oikopleura (Urochordata) genome 

Urochordates(Tunicates)occupy a basalposition in the phylogenetic
treeof chordates.Their bodyplan is far lesscomplexthanthatof vertebrates.Among
Urochordates,the free-swimminglarvaceansrepresentthe mostbasalclassand they
keepthechordatetail complexduring theentirelife. The larvaceanOikopleura hasa
particularlysmallcell number,a very shortgenerationtime, andthesmallestgenome
sizeidentified in the animalkingdom.Urochordatesareoften consideredasthe best
approximation of the chordate ancestor. 

We haveexaminedseveralfeaturesof the newly sequencedOikopleura
genome,including the retrotransposoncontent,the intron-exonorganisationand the
Hox gene complement.Our observationsconcur to propose that, even though
urochordateswerethe earliestgroup to divergefrom otherchordates,they havealso
evolvedfasterthanthem.Their simpleanatomyis likely to be the resultof a drastic
simplification of ancient chordates.

Jaume Baguña (University of Barcelona, Spain)
A multigenic approach further supports acoelomorph plathelminthes as the earliest
basal bilaterians 

Sequencesfrom the18SrDNA, 28SrDNA, myosinII, tropomyosinand
mitochondrial protein geneshave been used to further test the placementof the
Acoelomorpha(Acoela+Nemertodermatida)plathelminthesastheearliestextantbasal
bilaterian taxa. Under different evolutionary assumptionsand using different
statisticaltestsandmethodsof phylogeneticinference,acoelomorphsappearto bethe
earliestbranchingBilateria.This is furthersupportedfrom analysesof thenumberand
typesof Hox andParaHoxgenesfrom bothacoelsandnemertodermatidswhich show
theybearanintermediate(Anterior-group3-Central-Posterior)numberof Hox genes,
two ParaHoxgenes(Xlox-like andCdx-like), andno molecularsignaturespecificof
Hox genesfrom the threebig bilateriansuperclades(Deuterostomia,Lophotrochozoa
and Ecdysozoa). This positioning may have far-reaching implications for
understandingthe evolutionof body axes,life-cycles,andthe Hox/ParaHoxclusters,



for the origin of mesoderm, and for our perception of the so-called Cambrian
explosion. To that aim EST collections and BAC libraries are currently being
developed from selected acoels and nemertodermatids. 

Rafael Zardoya (National Museum of Natural History, Spain) 
Molecular systematics of Mollusks 

Molluscs are a large and diverse group of soft-bodied unsegmented
animals that includes more than 100,000 extant and 35,000 fossil species. Most
molluscs are marine organisms, but some (notably Pulmonates) have radiated on land
and freshwater habitats. There are eight main classes currently recognized within
Mollusca: Solenogastres, Caudofoveata, Polyplacophora, Monoplacophora,
Cephalopoda, Scaphopoda, Bivalvia, and Gastropoda. These groups comprise
structurally diversified organisms with very distinct body plans. Nevertheless, all
share several morphological features i.e. the mantle, the ventral foot, the shell, and the
radula. A wealth of information on alpha-taxonomy of molluscs is available, but the
systematics of the group is still poorly understood. Within the European ATOL
framework, we propose to establish a robust phylogenetic hypothesis of Molluscs
relationships using a genomic approach. Representatives of the eight main groups of
molluscs will be analyzed with a particular emphasis (and more thorough coverage)
on gastropods, bivalves, and cephalopods. Two kinds of molecular markers will be
used to determine the backbone of the mollusc tree: complete mitochondrial genomes
will be sequenced for a representative of each of the eight main groups of molluscs, as
well as for a representative of each of the main lineages of gastropods, bivalves, and
cephalopods. Nuclear markers (mainly ESTs-Expression Sequence Tags) derived
from cDNA libraries of a representative of each of the eigth main groups of molluscs
will be determined anew.

Alfried Vogler (Imperial College, UK) 
The use of Genbank data for building the Tree-of-Life

The increasing taxonomic representation of public databases provides a
great resource for compiling comprehensively sampled Trees. A reiterative procedure
is proposed for data extraction, tree building and inclusion of multiple gene datasets
and periodical update of trees. The Blast algorithm can be used to for the initial
placement of newly added taxa, providing starting trees for more extensive searches.
A preliminary demonstration of the approach is provided using large data sets for
Coleoptera (beetles).

Tim Barraclough (Imperial College, UK) 
Interpreting the Tree of Life: dynamics of lineage branching

The Tree of Life is a potent resource for uncovering evolutionary
processes behind diversification. An array of statistical methods are available to study
speciation and extinction from patterns of lineage branching, but these typically make
untested and stringent assumptions about the accuracy of the timing of branching
events and the completeness of sampling at the species level. The talk will discuss the
application of these methods to 'Tree of Life'-type data, i.e. high-throughput
approaches, supertrees and haphazard sampling. In particular, it will focus on the
species-boundary and future applications based on individual-based sampling
schemes. Finally, it will outline some general issues for the utility of current
developments in systematics for studies of diversification. 



Assessment and Future Work

As previous attempts to obtain funding from EU funding sources have
not succeeded, several strategies were discussed for a way forward. An ongoing
discussion has been established with CETAF (http://www.cetaf.org) to collaborate on
a tree of life/biodiversity proposal. The tree of life organization would take a key role
in work packages in phylogenetics and bioinformatics, two areas of relative strength.
A tree of life Europe website (http://www.cbu.uib.no/atol) was also established to
collect information and facilitate collaboration.

Scientifically as a way forward, mining Genbank and generating an
automated pipeline to build the tree of life from known gene sequences was seen as a
starting point. Alfried Vogler's group has done this with beetles. Groups in Bergen
and Lyon have gene family databases that can be mined for this type of purpose.
Emmanuel Douzery's group was given the coordination lead on this project. A
tentative decision to coordinate any progress towards this goal involved a meeting of
the bioinformatics groups in conjunction with the Marseille Evolutionary Biology
meeting in September.  

In assessing significant European contributions to an international effort,
one goal was to compare Genbank sequence data with biodiversity data to identify
relatively virgin areas of research that Europe can contribute to with little
competition, given its reduced funding level. However, one worry with this is that
such taxa may not be areas of scientific strength in Europe and taxa available to
research may not be so flexible (researchers in a botanical garden can't start
systematically sequencing archaea).  

At the level of standards, some discussion included a suggestion for
journals to require that all published trees are deposited into treebase. The desire for
Genbank to impose a uniform standard for gene names was seen as desirable. Further
guidelines for DNA banking and data curation were recommended. However,
ultimately these decisions require coordination with others, including non-European
scientists.

xxxbioinformatics efforts and CETAF coordination

Program

Tuesday, June 8 

8:45-9:00 Meeting Introduction David Liberles (University of Bergen, Norway) and
Joerg Ott, (Standing Committee for Life and Environmental Sciences, European
Science Foundation (ESF)) 

Phylogeny Reconstruction 



9:00- 9:20 Vincent Moulton (UppsalaUniversity, Sweden)Towards the network of
life 

9:25-9:45 Emmanuel Douzery (University of Montpellier II, France)
Supertrees,supermatrices of characters, and impact of missing data on molecular
phylogeny and divergence times 

9:50-10:10Michel Milinkovitch (FreeUniversity of Brussels,Belgium) metaPIGA
2.0 

10:15-10:35 break 

Analyzing Phylogeny 

10:35-10:55David Liberles (University of Bergen,Norway) The tree of life as a
valuable tool for understanding gene function 

11:00-11:20Paul-MichaelAgapow (University College London, UK) Visualizing
Large Phylogenies: A Curly Problem 

11:25-11:45Matt Phillips (Oxford University, UK) Integrating the tree of life with
the tree of past life: a few concerns 

11:50-12:10Ziheng Yang (University College London, UK) Maximum likelihood
methods for estimating species divergence times 

Lunch 12:15-13:30 

13:30-13:50JamesMcInerney(NationalUniversity of Ireland)Supermatrices versus
supertrees: some empirical observations 

13:55-14:15 JensLagergren(Royal Institute of Technology,Sweden)Probabilistic
and combinatorial analysis of gene families w.r.t. gene duplications and lateral gene
transfers 

Computational Resources for The Tree of Life 

14:20-14:40 Petter Bjørstad (University of Bergen, Norway) Computational
Resources for The Tree of Life 

14:45-15:15 break 

15:15-17:15ESF roundtableopen discussionafter computationalpresentationson
visions for actualizing a computational resource for the tree of life 

Posters 17:15-19:00 

Wednesday, June 9 

Subtrees of Life 



9:00- 9:20 Michael Whiting (Brigham Young University, Utah, USA) Distributed
computing and phylogenetic reconstruction: Searching the insect tree of life 

9:25- 9:45Mark Chase(Royal BotanicGardens,Kew, UK) Overview of the Tree of
Life-EU Process 

9:50-10:10Olaf Bininda-Emonds(TechnicalUniversity of Munich, Germany)The
rebirth of supertree construction in the genomic age 

10:15-10:35Victor Albert (Universityof Oslo,Norway)The Floral Genome Project
and the genetic architecture of floral diversification

10:40-11:00 break 

11:00-11:20 Vincent Savolainen (Royal Botanic Gardens,Kew, UK) Towards
building a complete generic-level phylogenetic tree for flowering plants 

11:25-11:45 Bernd Schierwater (Hannover School of Veterinary Medicine, Germany)
In the beginning there were diploblasts 

11:50-12:10DanielChourrout(Universityof Bergen,Norway)Derived and ancestral
features of the Oikopleura (Urochordata) genome 

12:15-12:35JaumeBaguña (University of Barcelona,Spain)A multigenic approach
further supports acoelomorph plathelminthes as the earliest basal bilaterians 

Lunch 12:40-14:00 

14:10-14:30RafaelZardoya(NationalMuseumof NaturalHistory,Spain)Molecular
systematics of Mollusks 

14:35-14:55Alfried Vogler (Imperial College, UK) The use of Genbank data for
building the Tree-of-Life 

15:00-15:20Tim Barraclough(Imperial College,UK) Interpreting the Tree of Life:
dynamics of lineage branching 

15:25-15:55 break 

Working Group Discussions 

16:00-18:00ExperimentalApproaches,including sequencing,led by Alfried Vogler
(Imperial College, UK);

16:00-18:00 Bioinformatics, led by James McInerney (National University of
Ireland); 

ConferenceDinner at HerdlaMuseum,leaving at 18:30 by bus.The return bus left
Herdla at 22:30.  Time to explore the museum or the area after dinner.
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Discussions and Progress 

9:00-12:00discussionsled by Tim Barraclough(Imperial College,UK), Mark Chase
(Royal Botanic Gardens,Kew, UK), Vincent Savolainen(Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, UK), and Alfried Vogler (Imperial College, UK); break at 10:40; 

12:00-12:30 closing remarks by David Liberles and Alfried Vogler 

Lunch 12:35-13:45  
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